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Fulfillment of this 1952 Lisbon programme has not been
easyo Some unforeseen shortages in equipment have developedo
Some members have encountered more serious economic an d
financial difficulties than expectedo But every member is
making an honest effort to meet its objective by the end of
the year and I think that substantial success will have been
achieved by that timea An English weekly of very high repute,
the nEconomist", which has never uncritically accepted the
Lisbon decisions, had this to say the other day about the
progress in implementing those decisionsa _

"The suggestion which is now being heard that the Lisbon
plans are millstones around the necks of the Atlantic allies
is inaccurate and unfair ; there is full provision in them
for revision and second thoughts, and no justification for
unilateral action by member governments o

"Even more important is the fact that the short-term
plans which were agreed at Lisbon have turned out to be
remarkably accurateo By the end of this year General
Ridgway will have a number of divisions not far short of
the fifty he was promised ; if there is a deficiency of a
few dividions it will be in reserves rather than in front-
line formationsa How well trained the latter are will be
shown in the manoeuvres about to begin in Germanyo In
aircraft the total number of machines available will be
only a few hundreds short of the 4,000 plannedo The work
on bases, conmu4ication lines and headquarter systems has
made remarkable progresso There are not enough men and
weapons on the spot to make Western Europe impregnable -
but no one ever thought there would or will be . The
military purpose is to confront any Russian threat in
Central Europe with powerful delaying action ; the political
purpose is to remove from the minds of western statesmen
the fear that they can nowhere in the world act firml y
and boldly for fear of exposing Western Europe to a threat
that could not be resistedo Both those purposes must
remain unchanged so long as the present diplomatic deadlock
continues, and nothing has occurred this year in Europ e
to suggest that anything more than a slight easing of
tension is likely . *

This is, I think, a good short statement of NATO's plans,
purposes and achievements, though it may be somewhat optimistic
on the realization of the 1952 force totals o

As to the future, we must as a first necessity bring to
100% completion the Lisbon 1952 programme as quickly as possible .
That is a minimum requiremento Beyond that, the NATO agencies
are already examining the position with a view to making
proposals - and there could be no more difficult task than this -
which will reconcile risks, requirements and resourceso When
this review is completed - late this year - decisions -
vitally important decisions - will again have to be taken by
governments through their ministerial representatives on the
NATO Council o

Those decisions will have to balance military, economic
and political factors , This is about the most difficult
balancing act in history and I have no illusions that the
result will satisfy everyone , There will be those who will
say that we are taking criminal risks in accepting inadequate
force targets and in our slow timing . There are others who
will argue that we are playing the Communist game by accepting
military demands to impose on some at least of the member


